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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a G-function was first introduced by C. L. Siegel in 1929.
Later work of Bombieri, Chudnovsky, Andre, and Dwork clarified the´
Ž .geometric content of that one variable notion, as a solution of a special
Ž .type of linear differential operator of arithmetic type or G-operator . A
geometric theory of G-functions was established in full generality by
 Andre and Baldassarri in AB .´
Ž .We recall a variation of the classical definition. Let K be a number
field and let V be its ring of integers. A G-function at the origin definedK
oer K is a formal power series
j  y x  A x  K x ,Ž . Ý j
j
1 The author was partially supported by a grant of INdAM, Rome.
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such that:
dŽ . Ž . 1 Ly 0 for some non-zero L K x ;dx
Ž .2 for each embedding  : K , the formal power series
Ž . j  Ý  A x  x has a positive radius of convergence;j j
Ž .  43 there exists a sequence of positive integers c such thats s
c A  V for all j s ands j K
1
sup log c  .sss*
A first non-trivial example of a G-function is the hypergeometric series
a bŽ . Ž .j j jF a, b , c ; x  x ,Ž . Ý2 1 c j!Ž . jj
Ž . Ž . Ž .where a, b, c and a  a a 1  a j	 1 . The vectorj
c	 b F a, b , c 1; x , c F a, b , c ; xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 2 1
is a solution of the differential system
	c c	 a
dY x 1	 x
E  YE , with E  .Ž .a , b , c a , b , c a , b , c c	 b a b	 cdx  0
x 1	 x
The general definitions on G-connections will be recalled in Section 2. Of
great importance in their study is the finite invariant  	 . In the
Ž . Ž . Ž .hypergeometric case  E   E 	  E has been calcu-a, b, c a, b, c a, b, c
 lated by Dwork D, Corollary 1.2 as

 E  1	 .Ž .a , b , c  NŽ .
Here N is the least common denominator of a, b and c; 0 A, BN
A B CŽ . Ž .and 0 CN are positive integers such that , ,  a, b, c mod N;N N N
Ž . is the cardinality of the set of all w N such that if
Ž Žw . Žw . Žw .. Ž . Žw . Žw . Žw .A , B , C  wA, wB, wC mod N and 0 A , B N, 0 C
N, we have AŽw .
 C Žw . BŽw . or BŽw .
 C Žw . AŽw .;  is the Euler
function.
The principal theme of this paper is the generalization to connections
 on arithmetic varieties of the main result D, Theorem 1.1 in the above
mentioned paper by Dwork. Naturally, we use the geometric language
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 introduced in AB . Our result provides a precise estimate for the invariant
 	  of an arithmetic differential equation. This invariant, depending
only on the geometric generic fiber of the connection, is highly significant.
A consequence of our result is that for a differential equation having  0
is equivalent to having zero p-curvature for a set of primes p of Dirichlet
density 1. Indeed, this is expected to imply that the p-curvature is zero for
all but a finite set of primes. The Grothendieck conjecture predicts that
 0 should imply that the geometric generic fiber of the connection is
trivial.
We also prove a result on the relation between the generic -adic radius
of convergence and the order of nilpotence of the reduced equation
 extending DGS, III.5.1 .
In the Appendix, we prove a generalization of the Eisenstein theorem.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE
MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Let K be a number field and V be its ring of integers. WeK
Ž . Ž .consider a non-empty open subscheme S Spec V of Spec V . We setS K
 4  4	  finite places of K having center on V  closed points of S .S S
For each   	 we denote:S
   the absolute value of K associated to  , normalized as
  	 K  : p K : p  p , if   p;
K -completion of K ;
V  ring of integers of K ; 
Ž . Ž .k   residue field of K of characteristic p p  ;

  a uniformizer of V . 
Ž . d   dMoreover, for all   , . . . ,   we set  Ý  , !1 d i1 i
 !   ! and1 d
d  i d , for all   , . . . ,   ,Ž .Ł 1 d ž /ž / ii0
such that    for all i 1, . . . , d.i i
We denote by 1 the element of d having all its entries equal to zeroi
except the ith one equal to 1.
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2.2. Let F be a function field over K ; a smooth S-model of FK is a
smooth S-scheme f : X S of finite type with geometrically connected
non-empty fibers such that the field of rational functions of X  XK
Ž .Spec K is F.
The choice of an S-model of F privileges, for each   	 , oneS
   extension of to F. In fact, let  denote the generic point of theX ,   
Ž Ž ..closed fiber X  X Spec k  ; the local ring O is a discretekŽ . S X , 
valuation ring, since it is a local regular domain of dimension one with
   uniformizer 
 . So we define as the unique extension of to aX ,  
non-archimedean absolute value of F, such that
  4O  x F : x  1 ,X , X , 
 normalized so to extend .
Ž . Ž .Let M, be a FK-differential module of finite rank  i.e., M F
and let
 : M1 MFK
Ž .be its integrable connection. A model of M, on XS is a locally free
O -module M of rank  with an integrable connectionX
 : M1  M ,XS
Ž . Ž .such that M ,  M, , where  is the generic point of X. XX
Ž . Ž .We define the generic -adic radius of conergence R M of M, onX , 
Ž .XS as follows. We consider an etale coordinate neighborhood U, x , with´
Ž . Ž .x x , . . . , x , of  , such that M admits a local base e e , . . . , e1 d  1 
over U. Let

D  , for any i 1, . . . , d.i  xi
Ž . dFor any   , . . . ,   we set1 d
d1 1
    iD  D  D ,Ł i !  !i1 i
 id 1 
  D   ,Ž . Ł ž / !  xi1 i i
and
 2.2.1  D e eG , with G M F and G  I .Ž . Ž .Ž .      0 
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Then
	1
1   2.2.2 R M  max 1, lim sup G .Ž . Ž . X , X ,   ž /ž /
  
Ž .We define the global inerse radius of M, on XS as
1
 2.2.3  M  log  0, .Ž . Ž . ÝXS R MŽ .X , 	S
Ž . Ž .We say that M, is of type G or is a G-module if  M  , for oneXS
Ž . Ž .choice hence for all of S, of the S-model X, and of M , .
Ž . Ž .A few questions on the dependence of R M and  M on theX ,  XS
Ž .choice of the model XS, of M , , of the etale coordinates x and of the´
basis e naturally arise at this moment: we will come back to this problem
in Proposition 2.9.
Ž . Ž .2.3. An easy fact to show cf. Section 3 below is that if M, admits a
model on XS, we have for each   	S
 1Ž p	1.R M 
 p .Ž . X , 
Ž .We obtain a better estimate for R M by looking at the properties ofX , 
Ž .the differential module induced by M , on the closed fiber of X over 
Ž Ž . Ž . .cf. 2.5 and 3.3 below .
2.4. Let k be a field of characteristic p 0 and X a smooth k-schemek
Ž .of finite type. Let M , be an integrable X k-connection. We recallk k k
Ž .that M , is said to be nilpotent of exponent  n if, given etale´k k
Ž .coordinates x , . . . , x on X , one has1 d k
pw pw1 d 
    0,ž / ž / x  x1 d
Ž . d   Ž .for all w , . . . , w  , such that w  n. If n 1, we say that M ,1 d k k
has p-curature 0.
Ž .The following proposition cf. Section 3 below for the proof is the
Ž generalisation to the several variable case of a classical estimate cf. DGS,
.p. 96 :
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.5. Let XS be a smooth S-model of F, M , an
XS-connection as before, and   	 ; then the integrable connectionS
Ž .M , induced on the closed fiber of X oer  is nilpotent if and only ifkŽ . kŽ .
Ž .  Ž . 1Ž pŽ .	1.R M  p  .X , 
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Ž . Ž .Apart from  M , one can define another invariant  M ,XS XS
Ž .attached to an FK-differential module. We define  M , called theXS
size, as follows:
Ž . Ž .2.6. Let f : X S and M , be defined as in 2.2 . Let I be the
kernel of the map O 	1 O  O , induced by multiplication. ThenX f Ž O . X XSn n1 Ž  .	1for any n
 0 one defines P  O  O I cf. BO, Sect. 2 .XS X f Ž O . XS
Since XS is a smooth S-model, it is possible to give an explicit
n Ž  . Ž .description of P cf. BO, 2.2 . Let x , . . . , x be local etale coordi-´XS 1 d
nates on X,   x  1	 1 x  O  O , for i 1, . . . , d, and i i i X O XS
Ž . n , . . . ,  . Then, for any n
 1, P is locally the O -module gener-1 d XS X
   d1 d   4ated by      :  ,   n .1 d
Ž .We notice that O  O has a left resp. right O -module structureX O X XS
Ž .defined by the map O  O  O , a a 1 resp. a 1 a . ThenX X O XS
P n has a left and a right O -module structure induced by the O -mod-XS X X
ule structures of O  O .X O XS  We consider the induced stratification data BO, 2.11 associated to
Ž .M ,
2.6.1 Žn. : M P n  M  K ,Ž . Ž .XS O VX S
which are linear morphisms with respect to the left O -module structure,X
while the tensor product  is taken with respect to the right one. TheseOX
Ž .are truncated Taylor expansions of solutions of M , at the generic point
Žn. 2.6.2  : e   eG ,Ž . Ý  
  n
Ž .where the G are defined as in 2.2.1 . 
We consider the ideal I Žn. of V S
2.6.3 I Žn. a V : a M P n  M .Ž . Ž . 4S n XS OX
We notice that I Žn. 0 and I Žn1. I Žn.. We set
log N I Žn.Ž .
Žn. Žn.2.6.4 h M , n  , where N I  V I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .XS S K :
Ž .The size of M , on XS is defined as
1
 2.6.5  M  lim sup h M , n  0, .Ž . Ž . Ž .XS XSnn
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If we set I Žn.V  c V , with c  V , and  , n   , n 




2.7.1 h M , n  h M , n ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝXS X
	S
Proof. We have
 V I Žn.   V c V ,Ž .Ž . ŁS  n ,  
	S
with V c V  0, for almost all   	 . Since n,   S
Ž . c 	K : Žn. n ,    V I V  V c V  k   c ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . X ,     , n  n , 
we conclude.
For further reference we state the following proposition. It is a general-
 ization of a useful result of Andre A, IV, Sect. 5 . The original proof of´
Andre rests on the DworkRobba Theorem and on some calculation´
deriving from the Leibniz formula. There are two proofs of the several
 variables case: the first one, in B , is based purely on the theory of spectral
 norms and on the Leibniz formula, while the second one, in BD , is based
on the generalization of the DworkRobba Theorem, and gives more
generally continuity of the radius of convergence at points of a Berkovich
analytic space.
PROPOSITION 2.8. With the aboe notation, we hae
1 1
2.8.1 log  lim h M , n ,  .Ž . Ž .XR M nnŽ .X , 
For lack of references we give a sketch of the proof:
Ž . Ž .Sketch of the Proof of 2.8 . By definition of R M , for all  0X , 
d  there exists n  such that for all  such that  
 n we have0 0
1 1
 log G  log   .X ,    R MŽ . X , 
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d  It follows that for all n
 n and all  such that   n we obtain0
1
 log G X ,    
1 1 1
 h M , n ,   sup h M , n ,  , log  Ž . Ž .X X 0ž /n n R MŽ .X , 
and hence
1 1
log  lim sup h M , n ,  .Ž .XR M nŽ . nX , 
Let us prove that
1 1
log  lim inf h M , n ,  .Ž .XR M nnŽ .X , 
 Ž j. 4 d  Let  : j 1, . . . , N be the set of all  such that   n, for a
N N fix n. Let k and Ý k . Then by induction on  k : k j1 j j j
4 Ž  .  0 , using the Leibniz formula we can prove cf. BD that for   n we
have
Ž j.2.8.2 sup 0, log GŽ . ž /Ý k  j1,...,N j X , 
  1 h M , n ,   Cd N 1 log  1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X
 Cd N log pn ,Ž . Ž .
where
k :j p
G . k :
d  For all  such that   n we write  in the form  
N Ž j. N   N    Ý k  , with k and   n. We take Ý k   n . j1 j j1 j
Ž .By 2.8.2 we have
1
 sup 1, log GŽ .X ,    
 1 1 Cd 
  h M , n ,   N 1 log  1Ž . Ž .X ž /   ž / n  n 
N 1
 Cd  log pn .Ž .
 ž / n
 Taking the limit for   we obtain
1 1 Cd
log  h M , n ,   log pn ,Ž . Ž .XR M n nŽ .X , 
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and hence
1 1
log  lim inf h M , n ,  .Ž .XR M nnŽ .X , 
This achieves the proof.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.9. The generic radius of conergence R M only de-X , 
Ž . Ž .pends on the generic fiber M, of M , , in particular it is independent of
the choice of the local basis e of M on X and of the etale coordinates x of X.´
Ž . ŽThe same therefore holds for  M which, of course, depends of theXS
.choice of S and of the S-model X .
Ž . Ž .The size  M is independent of the particular XS-model M , ofXS
Ž .M, .
Proof. The independence of the generic radius of convergence of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .choice of the etale coordinates follows from 2.6.3 , 2.6.6 , and 2.8.1 ,´
Žn. Ž  .since the definition of  is independent of x and e cf. BO .
Ž . Ž .We notice that two XS-models M , and M , are isomorphic on
an open subscheme of X containing  . The fact that the generic radius of
Ž . Ž . Ž .convergence R M only depends on the generic fiber M, of M ,X , 
Ž . Ž .follows from this remark, 2.6.6 , and 2.8.1 . Obviously, the same is true
Ž .for  M .XS
Ž .We now show that  M is independent of the particular XS-modelXS
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M , of M, . Let M , be another XS-model. Then M , and
Ž . Ž .M , are isomorphic on an open subscheme of X. By 2.6.6 , this
 4means that there exists a finite subset  , . . . ,  of 	 such that1 r S
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .h M , n,   h M , n,  for any   	   , . . . ,  . Then 2.8.1 im-X X S 1 r
plies that
1
 M  lim sup h M , n , Ž . Ž .ÝXS Xnn 	S
1
 lim sup h M , n , Ž .Ý Xnn  4	   , . . . , S 1 r
1
 logÝ R MŽ .X ,  4  , . . . ,  i1 r
1
 lim sup h M , n ,  .Ž .Ý Xnn 	S
This proves our assertion.
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The following theorem, which is our main result, was recently proved in
 the one variable case by Dwork D . It refines a formula of Bombieri and
 Andre A, IV.5 . The proof will be given in Section 4.´
Ž .MAIN THEOREM 2.10. Let M, be a differential FK-module of type
Ž . Ž .G and of rank  and let M , be a model of M, oer a smooth
S-model X of FK. If 	 is the subset of 	 of all primes  such that theS S
Ž .induced connection M , on the closed fiber X does not haekŽ . kŽ . kŽ .
p-curature 0 and
1 	1 2.10.1  M  lim sup log p  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 
nn 	S
Ž .p  n
then
2.10.2  M   M 	  MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .XS XS
1 1
 1    M .Ž .ž /2 	 1
A consequence of the previous theorem is that one may equivalently
define G-connections by the boundness of size rather than of global
inverse radius.
Remark 2.11. We would like to stress the intrinsic nature of the last
statement, in particular:
Ž . Ž .1 While the global inverse radius of convergence  M and theXS
Ž .size  M depend on the choice of the scheme S and of the smoothXS
Ž Ž .S-model X but not on the particular choice of the XS-model M , of
Ž .. Ž . Ž .M, , their difference  M 	  M only depends on the geomet-XS XS
Ž .ric generic fiber of the differential module M , . In fact, if XS is a smooth
model of the function field FK , then for any open dense subscheme T of
S, X  X T is an open subscheme of X and a smooth T-model. ThenT S
Ž .we recall the definition of the invariant  M :
 M  inf  M .Ž . Ž .X TTTS
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Ž .Since 	  	 is finite, by 2.8 we haveS T
1
 M  lim sup h M , n , Ž . Ž .ÝX T XT nn 	T
1
  M 	 lim h M , n , Ž . Ž .ÝXS Xnn 	 	S T
1
  M 	 log .Ž . ÝXS R MŽ .X , 	 	S T
When we take the infimum both on the left and on the right side, we
obtain
 M 	  M  inf  M   M .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .XS XS X TTTS
On the other hand, if we pick two smooth models XS and X S of the
Ž .function field FK , then, replacing X resp. X  by an open dense
subscheme, we may assume that S S. Two smooth S-models X and X 
Žare generically isomorphic since the local rings at their generic points are
.isomorphic ; therefore
inf  M  inf   M .Ž . Ž .X T X TT TTS TS
Ž . Ž . Ž .So  M   M 	  M only depends on the FK-differentialXS XS
Ž .module M, .
Now let F be a finite extension of F and K  be the algebraic closure of
K in F. Let S be the normalization of S in K . By replacing X by an
open submodel, we can suppose that X  X S is smooth over S andS
hence that it is an S-model of the compositum K F G F. By our
normalization,
 M   M and  M   M .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .XS X S G XS X S G
Assume now that K  K , S S. Then G F, and we can find an
S-model X  of FK and an etale covering  : X  X. We note that´
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž M   M and  M   M also in this case cf. theXS X S XS X S
.Appendix .
Ž .This shows that  M depends only on the generic geometric fiber of
Ž .M , .
Ž . Ž .2 First of all we notice that the constant  M appearing in the
statement of the last theorem is finite by the Prime Numbers Theorem.
Ž .Moreover  M is independent of the choice of the smooth model XS
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and of the choice of S. In fact, let X S be another model of the function
field FK. Then there exists N such that
  	 : p  
N    	 : p  
N , 4  4Ž . Ž .S S
and hence that
1 1
lim sup log p   lim sup log p  .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn nn n	 	S S
Ž . Ž .p  n p  n
3. GENERIC RADIUS OF CONVERGENCE
AND NILPOTENCE
Ž .In this section we prove 2.5 , which is essentially a result of local type;
therefore we are going to introduce some notation, slightly different from
that in Section 2.
Notation 3.1. We consider a number field K equipped with an ultra-
   metric absolute value such that p  1, for a rational prime p. Let  be
 the valuation of K associated to , V the discrete valuation ring of K
associated to  , 
 the uniformizer of V , k the residue field V of
characteristic p, X a smooth V-scheme of finite type, with non-empty
Ž .geometrically connected fibers, X the closed fiber of X, F  X thek
   field of rational functions on X, and the extension of to FX
 associated to X, normalized so to extend , i.e., such that
  	 K  : p K : p  p .
Ž .Following Section 2, if M, is an FK-differential module admitting a
Ž .model M , on X, we define as usual
 3.1.1  D e eG , with G M F ,Ž . Ž .Ž .     
and
 D e eG , G   !G ,Ž . Ž .   
Ž Ž ..where U, x x , . . . , x is an etale coordinate neighborhood of the´1 d
Ž . dgeneric point of X , e is a local basis of M , , and  . We havek
3.1.2 G D G  G G , for all i 1, . . . , d and d .Ž . 1 i  1 i i
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We set, as in the previous section,
	1
1   3.1.3 R M  max 1, lim sup G .Ž . Ž . XX  ž /ž /
  
Ž .We will denote by M , the integrable connection induced on X .k k k
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. If M, has a model M , on X, then
 1Ž p	1.R M 
 p .Ž .X
  Ž p	1.    Ž .Proof. Since ! 
 p , by 3.1.2 we obtain
 1Ž p	1.p
R M 
 .Ž .X    max 1, G , . . . , GŽ .X X1 11 d
Ž . Ž .If M , is a model of M, on X, there exists an etale coordinate´
Ž . Ž Ž ..neighborhood U, x such that M is free over U and G M O U ;1 i
therefore
 G  1.X1 i
So we conclude that
 1Ž p	1.R M 
 p .Ž .X
Ž .If M , is nilpotent of exponent  n, we give a lower bound fork k
Ž .R M :X
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M, be a FK-connection as in 3.1 ; then
Ž .M , is nilpotent if and only if the following condition is satisfied:k k
 1Ž p	1.R M  p .Ž .X
Ž .In particular, if M , is nilpotent of exponent  n we haek k
 	1 pn  1Ž p	1.R M 
 
 p .Ž .X
First we need a technical lemma.
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Ž .  Ž i.LEMMA 3.4. If M , is nilpotent of exponent  n and if w : ik k
4 d  1, . . . , N is the set of all w such that w  n, we hae
   Ý
N
i1 si
N Ž i.G  
 .XÝ s pwi1 i
Ž . d    Proof. For all w , . . . , w  , such that w  n, we have G  X1 d pw
  d
  1. We want to prove by induction on s* that for all  we
have
    s  3.4.1 G  
 G  1.Ž . X Xp sw 
By the Leibniz formula, we obtain
pŽ s1.w pw D e  D eGŽ . Ž .Ž . p sw
pw 
 e G GÝ pw	 p sw ž /ž / ž / x0pw
and hence
pw 
G  G GÝpŽ s1.w pw	 p sw ž /ž / ž / x0pw
ppw 
 G GÝ pw	p p swp ž /ž / ž / x0w
pw 
 G G ,Ý pw	 p sw ž /ž / ž / x0pw
Ž .p ,  1
Ž .  4where p,  is the ideal generated in  by p,  , . . . ,  . Then:1 d
Ž .1 If 0  w we have
 pw
 1pž /
 G  1Xpw	p
p
 s1       G  
 G  
 G ,Ž . X Xp sw p sw  ž / x
X
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and for  0
    s1  G G  
 G .X Xpw p sw 
So
ppw  s1   G G  
 G , 0  w.Xpw	p p sw p ž /ž / ž / x
X
Ž . Ž .2 If p,   1 and 0  pw we have
 pw




 s   G G  
 G ,Xpw	 p sw ž / ž / x
X
and hence
pw  s1   G G  
 G ,Xpw	 p sw  ž /ž / ž / x
X
0  pw , p ,   1.Ž .
    s   dTherefore we obtain G  
 G , for all s,  , andX Xp sw 
d  w such that w  n.
Ž .  4From 3.4.1 , by induction on  i 1, . . . , N : s  0 , it follows thati
   Ý
N
i1 si
N Ž i.G  
 .XÝ s pwi1 i
Ž .  1Ž p	1.Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let us suppose that R M  p andX
Ž .  1Ž p	1.choose R 0 such that R M  R p . ThenX
G  lim R  0.
 !   X
For any n, we write n in the form n n pk  n pk	1  n ,k k	1 0
Žwith 0 n  p	 1, for all i 0, . . . , k, and we have cf. for instancei
 .DGS, p. 51
n	Sn
p	1
   3.4.2 n!  p , with S  n  n  n .Ž . n k k	1 0
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If we choose d such that   ps, with s, we obtaini




  !  
Therefore we conclude that
 lim G  0.X
  
 It follows that there exists an n such that, for  
 n, we have
  Ž .G  1, hence M , is nilpotent.X k k
Ž .On the other hand, suppose that M , is nilpotent of exponent  n.k k
d  Let  , with  
 dpn; since there exists i  1, . . . , d, such that 
 
 np, we can find sN such thati
N
Ž i. s pw   ,Ý i
i1
 Ž i. 4 d  where w : i 1, . . . , N is the set of all w such that w  n,
   dpn and
N       	    
s   	 d.Ý i pn pni1
Ž .     By 3.1.2 , G  G , when  





     N i3.4.3 G  G  
 .Ž . X X Ý s pwi1 i
Finally we conclude
1
1G     Ž    pn	d . 	1Ž p	1.    lim sup  lim sup 
 p
 !      X 
 1 pn  	1Ž p	1.  	1Ž p	1. 
 p  p .
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4. SIZE OF G-CONNECTIONS
In this section we will use the notation introduced in Section 2. We now
prove our main result
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let M, be a differential FK-module of type G and of
Ž . Ž .finite rank ; we assume that M, admits a model M , oer a smooth
S-model X of FK. If 	 is the subset of 	 of primes  such that theS S
Ž .induced connection M , on the closed fiber X does not haekŽ . kŽ . kŽ .
p-curature 0 and
1 	1  M  lim sup log p  ,Ž . Ž .Ý 
nn 	S
Ž .p  n
then
1 1
 M   M 	  M  1    M .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .XS XS ž /2 	 1
Before giving the proof of the theorem, we need a lemma:
LEMMA 4.2. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, let 	 be the set of allS
Ž .  	 such that the induced connection M , on the closed fiberS kŽ . kŽ .
X has p-curature 0. We haekŽ .
1 1
lim h M , n ,   log .Ž .Ý ÝX
 n R Mn Ž .X , 	 	S S
Proof. The proof is divided in steps. In the first step we prove
1 1
4.2.1 lim inf h M , n ,  
 log ,Ž . Ž .Ý ÝX
 n R Mn Ž .X , 	 	S S
while Steps 25 are devoted to the proof of
1 1
4.2.2 lim sup h M , n ,   log .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝX
 n R MŽ .n X , 	 	S S
Ž .Step 1. Proof of 4.2.1 . We observe that for any N we have
1 1
h M , n ,  
 h M , n , Ž . Ž .Ý ÝX X
 n n	 	S S
Ž .p  N
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and therefore by Fatou’s Lemma we obtain
1 1
lim inf h M , n ,  
 log .Ž .Ý ÝX
 n R Mn Ž .X , 	 	S S
Ž .p  N
Ž .We deduce 4.2.1 by taking the limit for N .
  	1 p  1Ž p	1. Ž .Step 2. Let R  
 p , with p p  . ThenX ,  X ,  
1
h M , n ,   n log .Ž . X R X , 
It is enough to prove that for any   	 and any d we haveS
  1
 4.2.3 G  .Ž . X ,    ž /R X , 
Ž . dLet   , . . . ,   be such that  	 p for any i 1, . . . , d. Then1 d i
Ž . Ž . d4.2.3 is obviously verified. So let   , . . . ,   be such that1 d
there exists i  1, . . . , d such that  
 p. Then there existsi
s , . . . , s ,  , . . . ,  , with 0   p	 1, such that   s p  ,1 d 1 d i i i i
for all i 1, . . . , d, i.e.,
d
 s p1   , . . . ,  .Ž .Ý i i 1 d
i1
Ž . Ž .By 3.1.2 and 3.4 we have
sid  dG 
 Ý s p1 i1 i i G   .ŁX ,     !  ! i1 iX , 
Ž .Using 3.4.2 , we deduce that
s 	 ii   p  S Ž p	1.i d d i   
 
 p	1  si     G  




S S   i i i i	  
p p p p	 1Ž .
and hence that
  	1
  pid  
 p	1 1 p     G   
 p ,ŁX ,     i ž /i1 p	1
 p 
Ž .which proves 4.2.3 .
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Step 3. Proof of the inequality
1
4.2.4 lim sup h M , n , Ž . Ž .Ý X
nn 	S
1 1
 log  lim sup log .Ý Ý 
 R M RŽ . nX ,  X , 	 	S S
Ž . Ž .p  N Np  n
Ž .  We notice that for p    we have
 G  1,X ,  
and hence
h M , n ,   h M , n ,  .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝX X
 	 	S S
Ž .p  n
Therefore, for any N, N n, by Step 2 we obtain
1 1 1
h M , n ,   h M , n ,   h M , n , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ÝX X X
  n n n	 	 	S S S
Ž . Ž .p  N Np  n
1 1
 h M , n ,   log .Ž .Ý Ý X
 n RX , 	 	S S
Ž . Ž .p  N Np  n
Ž .Proposition 2.8 allows us to deduce 4.2.4 by the previous inequality.
Ž  .Step 4. lim sup Ý log 1R is finite.n 	 , N pŽ . n X , S
We have
1 1 pŽ .e 	1Ž pŽ .	1.   log  log p  p  ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý  
 R X , 	 	S S
Ž . Ž .p  N p  N
Ž .where e is the ramification index of  with respect to p  . Since e  1 
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for almost all  , it is enough to study the convergence of the following
series for N 0
1 	1
Ž . Ž Ž . .p  p  	1
   log p  p Ž . Ž .Ý  ž /	S
Ž .p  N
	1
Ž .Ž Ž . .p  p  	1
  log p Ž .Ý ž /	S
Ž .p  N
	1 log p 1
Ž .p p	1  log p   .Ý Ł Ý Ý 32ž / p p	 1Ž . p	 1p Ž .pN pN pN
Ž .Step 5. Conclusion of the Proof of 4.2.2 . By Step 4, the inequality
Ž .4.2.4 becomes
1 1 1
lim sup h M , n ,   log  log .Ž .Ý Ý Ý X
  n R M RŽ .n X ,  X , 	 	 	S S S
Ž . Ž .p  N p  N
Ž .We conclude the proof of 4.2.2 taking N.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Because of Lemma 4.2, it is enough to prove the
inequalities
1 1
4.2.5  M  log  lim sup h M , n , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý X
 R M nŽ . nX , 	 	S S
and
1 1 1
4.2.6 lim sup h M , n ,   1    MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý X ž /n 2 	 1n 	S
1
 log .Ý
 R MŽ .X , 	S
Ž .  Ž .We first prove 4.2.5 . By definition of 	 , if n
 p  , we haveS
 	1h M , n ,  
 log p  .Ž . Ž . X
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For nN, we obtain
1 1 1 	1 h M , n ,  
 h M , n ,   log p Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý X X
  n n n	 	 	S S S
Ž . Ž .p  N Np  n
1
 h M , n , Ž .Ý X
n 	S
Ž .p  N
1 	1 	1    log p  	 log p  ;Ž . Ž .Ý Ý 
 ž /n 	 	S S
Ž . Ž .p  n p  N
hence we deduce that
1 1
lim sup h M , n ,  
 log   M .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝX
 n R MŽ .n X , 	 	S S
Ž .p  N
Ž .Finally, we find 4.2.5 taking the limit for N.
Ž .  We now discuss the upper bound 4.2.6 . We notice that G  1 forX , 
d  2all  . Then the DworkRobba theorem BD affirms that
1
   G   , 	 1 , 4Ž .X ,       R MŽ .X , 
where
1
 4n , s  sup . ž /    1    n 1 s1 2 s
 ,  , . . . ,  1 2 s
2 We learned the proof of the generalization of the DworkRobba theorem from Professor
Dwork’s course held at Padova University in the academic year 19941995. The effective
       Ž   Ž . .   Ž .4 Ž Ž . .estimate G  sup G R M  , 	 1 1R M , inX ,  X ,        	1  X ,   X , 
 the several variable case, can be deduced by DGS, IV, 3.2 , using an argument of generic




 	1 a  p Ž .   n  log aŽ . Ý	 S
	S Ž .p  n
Ž .and, for n
 p  ,
 n , Ž .
log n
 	 1 log a 	 log n , 	 1 4Ž . Ž . log p Ž .
K : log n p 	 1 log p  	 log n , 	 1 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p ž / K : log p Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .log nlog pŽ .Let p  
  and let i 1, . . . , 	 1. If 	 i	 1 p  
Ž . Ž .log nlog pŽ .n 	 i p  then
log n , 	 1 4Ž . Ž .p 
log n log n
 	 i	 1 log a  i 	 1 log aŽ .  ž /log p  log p Ž . Ž .
 i log a
Ž . Ž .log nlog pŽ . Ž .log nlog pŽ .1and if 	 1 p   n p  then
log n
log n , 	 1  	 1 log a . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .p  log p Ž .
We conclude that for all i 1, . . . , 	 1 we have
 n ,   i log aŽ . 
log n log n
Ž . Ž .log p  log p 
if 	 i	 1 p   n 	 i p  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
log n log n
1
Ž . Ž .log p  log p 
 n ,   0 if 	 1 p   n p  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Hence for n
 2 we deduce
 n , Ž .Ý
	S
Ž .p  n
Ž .	2 n n
   n ,   h  	Ž .Ý Ý 	 	S Sž / ž /ž / 	 h	 1 	 h	 h1S
Ž .p   n'
Ž .	2 n n
  h  	  o nŽ .Ý 	 	S Sž / ž /ž /	 h	 1 	 hh1
n n
    	 1  n 	  n  Ž . Ž . Ž .	 	 	 	ž /S S S S ž /ž /2 	 1
 o n .Ž .
 Ž .4 Ž .Since n, 	 1  1 for p   n, we obtain
 h M , n ,   sup log GŽ . X , X  
  
n
1 log n , 	 1 if p   n 4Ž . Ž . n log  ½R M 0 if p   n ,Ž . Ž .X , 
and therefore
1
lim sup h M , n , Ž .Ý X
nn 	S
1 1
 log  lim sup log n , 	 1 4Ž .Ý Ý 
 R M nŽ . nX , 	 	S S
Ž .p  n
1 1
 log  lim supÝ
 R M nŽ . nX , 	S
log n
 	 1 log a 	  n , Ž . Ž .Ý ž / log p Ž .	S
Ž .p  n
1 1
 log  lim supÝ
 R M nŽ . nX , 	S
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n n
    n   Ž .	 	 	ž /S S S ž /ž /2 	 1
1 log n
 lim sup 	 1 log a 	 log aŽ .Ý  ž /n log p Ž .n 	S
Ž .p  n
1 1 1
 log  1    MŽ .Ý ž / R M 2 	 1Ž .X , 	S
 A 	 1 ,Ž .
where
1 log n
A lim sup 	 1 log a .Ý ž /n log p Ž .n 	S
Ž .p  n
' Ž .For n p   n we observe that
log n
1  2
log p Ž .
and hence that
log n
	 1  0.ž /log p Ž .
We deduce that
1 log n
0 A lim sup 	 1 log aÝ ž /n log p Ž .n 	S
Ž .p   n'
1 log n
 lim sup 	 1 log p Ž .Ý ž /n log p Ž .n 	S
Ž .p   n'
log n log p Ž .
 lim sup 1	Ý ž /n log nn 	S
Ž .p   n'
log n log p
  K : lim sup 1	Ý ž /ž /n log nn p n'
log n
  K : lim sup  0.'nn
Ž .We conclude that A 0 and therefore we have proved 4.2.6 .
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5. NILPOTENCE AND LOWER BOUNDS
  Ž .Following D , we give another inequality, more precise then 4.2.5 ,
related to the order of nilpotence.
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M, be a differential FK-module of type G
Ž . Ž .and of rank ; we assume that M, admits a model M , oer a smooth
S-model X of FK. If 	Žm. is the subset of 	 of all primes  such that theS S
Ž .induced connection M , on the closed fiber X is nilpotent of orderkŽ . kŽ . kŽ .
Ž .m i.e., nilpotent of order m, but not of order m	 1 and
1 	1Žm.   M  lim inf log p  ,Ž . Ž .Ý nn Žm.	S
Ž .p  n
then we hae
1
5.1.1 lim inf h M , n , Ž . Ž .Ý Xnn Žm.	S
1 1 1
Žm.
 log  1    M .Ž .Ý ž /R M 2 m	 1Ž . Ž .Žm. X , p	S
d  Proof. There exists w such that w m	 1 and
1
 G  .X ,  pw  pw !Ž . 
nŽ  . ŽTherefore for any n and for jmin  1 , m i.e., either j is anp
n n .integer smaller then m such that  n either jm we havej j	 1
 	1h M , n ,  
 j	 1 log p  .Ž . Ž . Ž . X
For a fixed N, N 0, and for n
Nm we deduce that
1 1
h M , n ,   h M , n , Ž . Ž .Ý ÝX Xn nŽm. Žm.	 	S S
nŽ . Ž .p  N Np  m	1
m	11
 h M , n ,  .Ž .Ý Ý Xn Žm.j2 	S
n nŽ .p  j j	1
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If we set
 	1Žm . n  log p  ,Ž . Ž .Ý 	S
Žm.	S
Ž .p  n
then we obtain
1 1 n
Žm . Žm .h M , n ,  
 m	 1  	 NŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý X 	 	ž /S Sž /n n m	 1Žm.	S
Ž .p  N
m	11 n n
Žm . Žm . j	 1  	Ž .Ý 	 	S Sž / ž /ž /n j	 1 jj2
m	11 n m	 1
Žm . Žm .  	  N ,Ž .Ý 	 	S Sž /n j	 1 nj1
and therefore
1 1 1
Žm.lim inf h M , n ,  
 1    M .Ž . Ž .Ý X ž /n 2 m	 1n Ž .Žm.	S
Ž .p  N
We have proved that
1 1
lim inf h M , n ,  
 logŽ .Ý ÝXn R Mn Ž .Žm. Žm. X , 	 p	S S
Ž .p  N
1 1
Žm. 1    M .Ž .ž /2 m	 1Ž .
Ž .We get 5.1.1 by taking the limit for N.
COROLLARY 5.2. Under the hypothesis of the preious proposition we hae
5.2.1  M 	  MŽ . Ž . Ž .XS XS
 1 1
Žm.
 1    M .Ž .Ý ž /2 m	 1Ž .m2
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˜ Ž .Proof. Let 	 be the set of all primes   	 such that M , has notS S




 lim inf h M , n , Ž .Ý Xnn 	S
 1 1

 lim inf h M , n ,   lim inf h M , n , Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ÝX Xn nn nŽm.m2 ˜	 	S S
 1 1 1
Žm.
 1    M  log .Ž .Ý Ýž /2 m	 1 R MŽ . Ž .X , m2 	S
Remark 5.3. We point out that in the last inequality we have
1 1
lim inf h M , n ,   log .Ž .Ý ÝXn R Mn Ž .X , ˜ ˜	 	S S
Actually, the left hand side is greater than or equal to the right hand side
by Fatou’s lemma. To prove the other inequality we consider two cases:
Ž . Ž .1 If M , is not nilpotent, thenkŽ . kŽ .
 1 1 1 log p  1Ž . X , 
h M , n ,   log   log .Ž .Xn n n! p	 1 R MŽ .X ,  X , 
So
1 1
lim inf h M , n ,   log ,Ž .Ý ÝXn R Mn Ž .X , non nilpotent non nilpotent
Ž .where the sum is taken over the   	 such that M , is notS kŽ . kŽ .
nilpotent.
Ž . Ž .2 If M , has zero p-curvature, then the equality is just akŽ . kŽ .
Ž .consequence of 4.2 .
  Ž .Dwork has conjectured in his article D that the last lower bound 5.2.1
is, in fact, an equality.
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APPENDIX
Generalization of Eisenstein’s Theorem to the Seeral Variables Case
al g Ž .We have defined for a smooth  -variety V a full subcategory G V of
Ž .the abelian category MIC V of quasi-coherent O -modules with an inte-V
al ggrable V -connection, whose objects are coherent O -modulesV
Ž  . Ž .equipped with a G-connection. It is easy to show cf. AB, B that G V is
Ž . Ž .a thick tannakian subcategory of MIC V . So, it contains O , V and isV
Ž .stable by 	 	 , Hom 	,	 , duality, and extensions. Moreover, it isO OV V
stable by taking subquotients.
al gIf f : VW is any morphism of smooth  -varieties, f *, in the sense
of O-modules, induces a functor
f * : G W G V .Ž . Ž .




 : G V G W .Ž . Ž .
This is some sort of generalization of Eisenstein’s theorem:
PROPOSITION A.1. In the notation of Section 2, let  : X Y be an etale´
coering of smooth S-models X and Y. Then:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 If M , is a model of M, oer XS, then R M X , 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R 
M ,  M   
M and  M   
M .Y ,  XS YS XS YS
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If N, is a model of N, oer YS, then R *N X , 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R N ,  *N   N and  *N   N .Y ,  XS YS XS YS
Ž .Proof. 1 We notice that

 P n P n  
O .XS YS X
Let us consider the stratification data





 P n  M  K P n  
 M  K ,Ž . Ž .XS YS
Žn. Ž Ž ..and hence the ideal I cf. 2.6.3 does not change. Therefore we have
R M  R 
M ,  M   
M , andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .X ,  Y ,  XS YS
 M   
M .Ž . Ž .XS YS
Ž . n n2 Since *P P , applying the functor * toYS XS
Žn. : N P n  N  K ,Ž .YS
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we obtain
*Žn. : *N * P n  N  K P n  *N  K .Ž . Ž .YS XS
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .This proves that R *N  R N ,  *N   N , andX ,  Y ,  XS YS
Ž . Ž . *N   N .XS YS
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